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It is not the voice that commands the story: it is the ear. 

 

* 

 

The traveller recognizes the little that is his, discovering the much 

that he has not had and will never have. 

 

* 

 

Cities & Desire 4 

   In the centre of Fedora, that grey stone metropolis, stands a 

metal building with a crystal globe in every room. Looking into 

each globe, you can see a blue city, the model of a different 

Fedora. These are the forms the city could have taken if, for one 

reason or another, it had not become what we see today. In every 

age someone, looking at Fedora as it was, imagined a way of 

making it the ideal city, but while he constructed his miniature 

model, Fedora was already no longer the same as before, and what 



had until yesterday a possible future became only a toy in a glass 

globe. 

   The building with the globes is now Fedora’s museum: every 

inhabitant visits it, chooses the city that corresponds to his desires, 

contemplates it, imagining his reflection in the medusa pond that 

would have collected the waters of the canal (if it had not been 

dried up), the view from the high canopied box along the avenue 

reserved for elephants (now banished from the city), the fun of 

sliding down the spiral, twisting minaret (which never found a 

pedestal from which to rise). 

   On the map of your empire, O Great Khan, there must be room 

for both the big, stone Fedora and the little Fedora in glass globes. 

Not because they are all equally real, but because all are only 

assumptions. The one contains what is accepted as necessary 

when it is not yet so; the others, what is imagined as possible and, 

a moment later, is possible no longer. 

 

Cities & Desire 5 

   From there, after six days and seven nights you arrive at Zobeide, 

the white city, well exposed to the moon, with streets wound 

about themselves as in a skein. They tell this tale of its foundation: 

men of various nations had an identical dream. They saw a woman 

running at night through an unknown city; she was seen from 

behind, with long hair, and she was naked.  They dreamed of 

pursuing her. As they twisted and turned,  each of them lost her. 

After the dream they set out in search of that city; they never 

found it, but they found one another; they decided to build a city 



like the one in their dream. In laying out the streets, each followed 

the course of his pursuit; at the spot where they had lost the 

fugitive’s trail, they arranged spaces and walls differently from the 

dream, so she would be unable to escape again. 

   This was the city of Zobeide, where they settled, waiting for that 

scene to be repeated one night. None of them, asleep or awake, 

ever saw the woman again. The city’s streets were streets where 

they went to work every day, with no link any more to the 

dreamed chase. Which, for that matter, had long been forgotten.  

   New men arrived from other lands, having had a dream like 

theirs, and in the city of Zobeide, they recognized something of the 

streets of the dream, and they changed the positions of arcades 

and stairways to resemble more closely the path of the pursued 

woman and so, at the spot where she had vanished, there would 

remain no avenue of escape. 

   The first to arrive could not understand what drew these people 

to Zobeide, this ugly city, this trap. 

 

Cities & Memory 1 

   Leaving there and proceeding for three days towards the east, 

you reach Diomira, a city with sixty silver domes, bronze statues of 

all the gods, streets paved with lead, a crystal theatre, a golden 

cock that crows each morning on a tower. All these beauties will 

already be familiar to the visitor, who has seen them also in other 

cities. But the special quality of this city for the man who arrives 

there on a September evening, when the days are growing shorter 

and the multicolored lamps are lighted all at once at the doors of 



the food stalls and from a terrace a woman’s voice cries ooh!, is 

that he feels envy towards those who now believe they have once 

before lived an evening identical to this and who think they were 

happy, that time. 

 

Cities & Memory 2 

   When a man rides a long time through wild regions he feels the 

desire for a city. Finally he comes to Isidora, a city where the 

buildings have spiral staircases encrusted with spiral seashells, 

where perfect telescopes and violins are made, where the 

foreigner hesitating between two women always encounters a 

third, where cockfights degenerate into bloody brawls among the 

betters. He was thinking of all these things when he desired a city. 

Isidora, therefore, is the city of his dreams: with one difference. 

The dreamed-of city contained him as a young man; he arrives at 

Isidora in his old age. In the square there is the wall where the old 

men sit and watch the young go by; he is seated in a row with 

them. Desires are already memories. 

 

Trading Cities 2 

   In Chloe, a great city, the people who move through the streets 

are all strangers. At each encounter, they imagine a thousand 

things about one another; meetings which could take place 

between them, conversations, surprises, caresses, bites. But no 

one greets anyone; eyes lock for a second, then dart away, seeking 

other eyes, never stopping. 



   A girl comes along, twirling a parasol on her shoulder, and 

twirling slightly also her rounded hips. A woman in black comes 

along, showing her full age, her eyes restless beneath her veil, her 

lips trembling. A tattooed giant comes along; a young man with 

white hair; a female dwarf, two girls, twins, dressed in coral. 

Something runs among them, an exchange of glances like lines that 

connect one figure with another and draw arrows, stars, triangles, 

until all combinations are used up in a moment, and other 

characters come on to the scene : a blind man with a cheetah on a 

leash, a courtesan with and ostrich-plume fan, an ephebe, a Fat 

Woman. And then, when some people happen to find themselves 

together, taking shelter from the rain under an arcade, or 

crowding beneath an awning of the bazaar, or stopping to listen to 

the band in the square, meetings, seductions, copulations, orgies 

are consummated among them without a word exchanged, 

without a finger touching anything, almost without an eye raised. 

   A voluptuous vibration constantly stirs Chloe, the most chaste of 

cities. If men and women began to live their ephemeral dreams, 

every phantom would become a person with whom to begin a 

story of pursuits, pretenses, misunderstandings, clashes, 

oppressions, and the carousel of fantasies would stop. 

 

Thin Cities 4 

   The city of Sophronia is made up of two half cities. In one there is 

the great roller-coaster with its steep humps, the carousel with its 

chain spokes, the Ferris wheel of spinning cages, the death-ride 

with crouching motor-cyclists, the big top with the clump of 



trapezes hanging in the middle. The other half-city is of stone and 

marble and cement, with the bank, the factories, the palaces, the 

slaughterhouse, the school, and all the rest. One of the half-cities is 

permanent, the other is temporary, and when the period of its 

sojourn is over, they uproot it, dismantle it, and take it off, 

transplanting it to the vacant lots of another half-city. 

   And so every year the day comes when the workmen remove the 

marble pediments, lower the stone walls, the cement pylons, take 

down the Ministry, the monument, the docks, the petroleum 

refinery, the hospital, load them onto trailers, to follow from stand 

to stand their annual itinerary. Here remains the half-Sophronia of 

the shooting-galleries and the carousels, the shout suspended 

from the cart of the headlong roller-coaster, and it begins to count 

the months, and days it must wait before the caravan returns and 

a complete life can begin again. 

 

Thin Cities 5 

   If you choose to believe me, good. Now I will tell how Octavia, 

the spider web city, is made. There is a precipice between two 

steep mountains : the city is over the void, bound to the two crests 

with ropes and chains and catwalks. You walk on the little wooden 

ties, careful not to set your foot in the open spaces, or you cling to 

the hempen strands. Below there is nothing for hundreds and 

hundreds of feet : a few clouds glide past; farther down you can 

glimpse the chasm’s bed. 

   This is the foundation of the city : a net which serves as passage 

and support. All the rest, instead of rising up, is hung below : rope-



ladders, hammocks, houses made like sacks, clothes-hangers, 

terraces like gondolas, skins of water, gas jets, spits, baskets on 

strings, dumb-waiters, showers, trapezes and rings for children’s 

games, cable-cars, chandeliers, pots with trailing plants. 

   Suspended over the abyss, the life of Octavia’s inhabitants is less 

uncertain than in other cities. They know the net will last only so 

long. 

 

Cities & the Sky 1 

   In Eudoxia, which spreads both upwards and down, with winding 

alleys, steps, dead ends, hovels, a carpet is preserved in which you 

can observe the city’s true form. At first sight nothing seems to 

resemble Eudoxia less than the design of that carpet, laid out in 

symmetrical motives whose patterns are repeated along straight 

and circular lines, interwoven with brilliantly coloured spires, in a 

repetition that can be followed throughout the whole woof. But if 

you pause and examine it carefully, you become convinced that 

each place in the carpet corresponds to a place in the city and all 

the things contained in the city are included in the design, 

arranged according to their true relationship, which escapes your 

eye distracted by the bustle, the throngs, the shoving. All of 

Eudoxia’s confusion, the mules’ braying, the lampblack stains, the 

fish smell is what is evident in the incomplete perspective you 

grasp; but the carpet proves that there is a point from which the 

city shows its true proportions, the geometrical scheme implicit in 

its every, tiniest detail. 



   It is easy to get lost in Eudoxia : but when you concentrate and 

stare at the carpet, you recognize the street you were seeking in a 

crimson or indigo or magenta thread which, on a wide loop, brings 

you to the purple enclosure that is your real destination. Every 

inhabitant of Eudoxia compares the carpet’s immobile order with 

his own image of the city, an anguish of his own, and each can find, 

concealed among the arabesques, an answer, the story of his life, 

the twists of fate. 

   An oracle was questioned about the mysterious bond between 

two objects so dissimilar as the carpet and the city. One of the two 

objects – the oracle replied — has the form the gods gave the 

starry sky and the orbits in which the worlds revolve; the other is 

approximate reflection, like every human creation.  

   For some time the augurs had been sure that the carpet’s 

harmonious pattern was of divine origin. The oracle was 

interpreted in this sense, arousing no controversy. But you could, 

similarly, come to the opposite conclusion : that the true map of 

the universe is the city of Eudoxia, just as it is, a stain that spreads 

out shapelessly, with crooked streets, houses that crumble one 

upon the other amid clouds of dust, fires, screams in the darkness.     

 

Cities & the Dead 3 

   No city is more inclined than Eusapia to enjoy life and flee care. 

And to make the leap from life to death less abrupt, the 

inhabitants have constructed an identical copy of their city 

underground. All corpses, dried in such a way that the skeleton 

remains sheathed in yellow skin, are carried down there, to 



continue their former activities. And, of these activities, it is their 

carefree moments that take first place : most of the corpses are 

seated around laden tables, or placed in dancing positions, or 

made to play little trumpets. But all the trades and professions of 

the living Eusapia are also at work below ground, or at least those 

that the living performed with more contentment than irritation : 

the clockmaker, amid all the stopped clocks of his shop, places his 

parchment ear against an out-of-tune grandfather clock; a barber, 

with dry brush, lathers the cheekbones of an actor learning his 

role, studying the script with hollow sockets; a girl with a laughing 

skull milks the carcass of a heifer. 

   To be sure, many of the living want a fate after death different 

from their lot in life : the necropolis is crowded with big-game 

hunters, mezzo-sopranos, bankers, violinists, duchesses, 

courtesans, generals— more than the living city ever contained. 

   The job of accompanying the dead down below and arranging 

them in the desired place is assigned to a confraternity of hooded 

brothers. No one else has access to the Eusapia of the dead and 

everything known about it has been learned from them. 

   They say that the same confraternity exists among the dead and 

that it never fails to lend a hand; the hooded brothers, after death, 

will perform the same job in the other Eusapia; rumour has it that 

some of them are already dead but continue going up and down. 

In any case, this confraternity’s authority in the Eusapia of the 

living is vast. 

   They say that every time they go below they find something 

changed in the lower Eusapia; the dead make innovations in their 



city; not many, but surely the fruit of sober reflection, not passing 

whims. From one year to the next, they say, the Eusapia of the 

dead becomes unrecognizable. And the living, to keep up with 

them, also want to do everything that the hooded brothers tell 

them about the novelties of the dead. So the Eusapia of the living 

has taken to copying its underground copy. 

   They say that this has not just now begun to happen : actually it 

was the dead who built the upper Eusapia, in the image of their 

city. They say that in the twin cities there is no longer any way of 

knowing who is alive and who is dead. 

 

Continuous Cities 1 

   The city of Leonia refashions itself every day : every morning the 

people wake between fresh sheets, wash with just-unwrapped 

cakes of soap, wear brand-new clothing, take from the latest 

model refrigerator still unopened tins, listening to the last-minute 

jingles from the most up-to-date radio. 

   On the sidewalks, encased in spotless plastic bags, the remains of 

yesterday’s Leonia await the garbage truck. Not only squeezed 

tubes of toothpaste, blown-out light bulbs, newspapers, 

containers, wrappings, but also boilers, encyclopedias, pianos, 

porcelain dinner services. It is not so much by the things that each 

day are manufactured, sold, bought that you can measure Leonia’s 

opulence, but rather by the things that each day are thrown out to 

make room for the new. So you begin to wonder if Leonia’s true 

passion is really, as they say, the enjoyment of new and different 

things, and not, instead the joy of expelling, discarding, cleansing 



itself of a recurrent impurity. The fact is the street cleaners are 

welcomed like angels, and their task of removing the residue of 

yesterday’s existence is surrounded by a respectful silence, like a 

ritual that inspires devotion, perhaps only because once things 

have been cast off nobody wants to have to think about them 

further. 

   Nobody wonders where, each day, they carry their load of 

refuse. Outside the city, surely : but each year the city expands, 

and the street cleaners have to fall further back. The bulk of the 

outflow increases and the piles rise higher, become stratified, 

extend over a wider perimeter. Besides, the more Leonia’s talent 

for making new materials excels, the more the rubbish improves in 

quality, resists time, the elements, fermentations, combustions. A 

fortress of indestructible leftovers surrounds Leonia, dominating it 

on every side, like a chain of mountains. 

   This is the result : the more Leonia expels goods, the more it 

accumulates them; the scales of its past are soldered into a cuirass 

that cannot be removed. As the city is renewed each day, it 

preserves all of itself in its only definitive form : yesterday’s 

sweepings piled up on the sweepings of the day before yesterday 

and of all its days and years and decades.  

   Leonia’s rubbish little by little would invade the whole world, if, 

from beyond the final crest of its boundless rubbish heap, the 

street cleaners of other cities were not pressing, also pushing 

mountains of refuse on front of themselves. Perhaps the whole 

world, beyond Leonia’s boundaries, is covered by craters of 

rubbish, each surrounding a metropolis in constant eruption. The 



boundaries between the alien, hostile cities are infected ramparts 

where the detritus of both support each other, overlap, mingle. 

   The greater its height grows, the more the danger of a landslide 

looms : a tin can, an old tire, an unravelled wine-flask, if it rolls 

towards Leonia, is enough to bring with it an avalanche of 

unmated shoes, calendars of bygone years, withered flowers, 

submerging the city in its own past, which it had tried in vain to 

reject, mingling with the past of neighbouring cities, finally clean. A 

cataclysm will flatten the sordid mountain range, cancelling every 

trace of the metropolis always dressed in new clothes. In the 

nearby cities they are all ready, waiting with bulldozers to flatten 

the terrain, to push into the new territory, expand, and drive the 

new street cleaners still farther out. 

 

Cities & the Dead 4 

   What makes Argia different from other cities is that it has earth 

instead of air. The streets are completely filled with dirt, clay packs 

the rooms to the ceiling, on every stair another stairway is set in 

negative, over the roofs of the houses hang layers of rocky terrain 

like skies with clouds. We do not know if the inhabitants can move 

about in the city, widening the worm tunnels and crevices where 

roots twist : the dampness destroys people’s bodies and they have 

scant strength; everyone is better off remaining still, prone; 

anyway, it is dark. 

   From up here, nothing of Argia can be seen; some say, ‘It’s down 

below there,’ and we can only believe them. The place is deserted. 



At night, putting your ear to the ground, you can sometimes hear a 

door slam. 

 

Cities & the Sky 3 

   Those who arrive at Thekla can see little of the city, beyond the 

plank fences, the sackcloth screens, the scaffolding, the metal 

armatures, the wooden catwalks hanging from ropes or supported 

by saw-horses, the ladders, the trestles. If you ask, “why is Thekla’s 

construction taking such a long time?” the inhabitants continue 

hoisting sacks, lowering leaded strings, moving long brushes up 

and down, as they answer, “so that its destruction cannot begin.’’ 

And if asked whether they fear that, once the scaffolding is 

removed, the city may begin to crumble and fall to pieces, they 

add hastily, in a whisper, “not only the city.” 

   If, dissatisfied with the answer, someone puts his eye to a crack 

in the fence, he sees cranes pulling up other cranes, scaffolding 

that embraces other scaffolding, beams that prop up other beams. 

“What meaning does your construction have?”, he asks. “What is 

the aim of a city under construction unless it is a city? Where is the 

plan you are following, the blueprint?” 

   “We will show it to you as soon as the working day is over; we 

cannot interrupt our work now”, they answer.  

   Work stops at sunset. Darkness falls over the building site. The 

sky is filled with stars. “There is the blueprint”, they say. 

 

Cities & the Sky 4 



   Summoned to lay down the rules for the foundation of Perinthia, 

the astronomers established the place and the day according to 

the position of the stars; they drew the intersecting lines of the 

decumanus and the cardo, the first oriented to the passage of the 

sun and the other like the axis on which the heavens turn. They 

divided the map according to the twelve houses of the zodiac so 

that each temple and each neighbourhood would receive the 

proper influence of the favouring constellations; they fixed the 

point in the walls where gates should be cut, foreseeing how each 

would frame an eclipse of the moon in the next thousand years. 

Perinthia— they guaranteed – would  reflect the harmony of the 

firmament; nature’s reason and the gods’ benevolence would 

shape the inhabitants’ destinies. 

   Following the astronomers’ calculations precisely, Perinthia was 

constructed; various peoples came to populate it; the first 

generation born in Perinthia began to grow within its walls; and 

these citizens reached the age to marry and have children.  

   In  Perinthia’s streets and squares today you encounter cripples, 

dwarfs, hunchbacks, old men, bearded women. But the worst 

cannot be seen; guttural howls are heard from cellars and lofts, 

where families hide children with three heads or with six legs. 

   Perinthia’s astronomers are faced with a difficult choice. Either 

they must admit that all their calculations are wrong and their 

figures are unable to describe the heavens, or else they must 

reveal that the order of the gods is reflected exactly in the city of 

monsters. 

 



Hidden Cities 5 

   I should not tell you of Berenice, the unjust city, which crowns 

with triglyphs, abaci, metopes the gears of its meat-grinding 

machines (the men assigned to polishing, when they raise their 

chins over the balustrades and contemplate the atria, stairways, 

porticos, feel even more imprisoned and short of stature). Instead, 

I should tell you of the hidden Berenice, the city of the just, 

handling makeshift materials in the shadowy rooms behind the 

shops and beneath the stairs, linking a network of wires and pipes 

and pulleys and pistons and counterweights that infiltrates like a 

climbing plant among the great cogged wheels (when they jam, a 

subdued ticking gives warning that a new precision mechanism is 

governing the city). Instead of describing to you the perfumed 

pools of the baths where the unjust of Berenice recline and weave 

their intrigues with rotund eloquence and observe with a 

proprietary eye the rotund flesh of the bathing odalisques, I should 

say to you how the just, always cautious to evade the spying 

sycophants and the Janizaries’ mass arrests, recognize one another 

by their way of speaking, especially their pronunciation of commas 

and parentheses, from their habits which remain austere and 

innocent, avoiding complicated and nervous moods; from their 

sober but tasty cuisine, which evoke an ancient golden age : rice 

and celery soup, boiled beans, fried squash flowers. 

   From these data it is possible to deduce an image of the future 

Berenice, which will bring you closer to knowing the truth than any 

other information about the city as it is seen today. You must 

nevertheless bear in mind what I am about to say to you : in the 



steel of the city of the just, a malignant need is hidden, in its turn : 

the certainty and pride of being in the right – and of being more 

just than many others who call themselves more just than the just. 

This seed ferments in bitterness, rivalry, resentment; and the 

natural desires of revenge on the unjust is coloured by a yearning 

to be in their place and to act as they do. Another unjust city, 

though different from the first, is digging out its space within the 

double sheath of the unjust and just Berenice. 

   Having said this, I do not wish your eyes to catch a distorted 

image, so I must draw your attention to an intrinsic quality of this 

unjust city germinating secretly inside the secret just city : and this 

is the possible awakening – as if in an excited opening of windows 

– of a later love of justice, not yet subjected to rules, capable of 

resembling a city still more than it was before it became the vessel 

of injustice. But if you peer deeper into the new germ of justice 

you can discern a tiny spot that is spreading like the mounting 

tendency to impose what is just through what is unjust, and 

perhaps this is the germ of an immense metropolis… 

   From my words you will have reached the conclusion that the 

real Berenice is a temporal succession of different cities, 

alternately just and unjust. But what I wanted to warn you about is 

something else : all the future Berenice’s are already present in 

this instant, wrapped one within the other, confined, crammed, 

inextricable.   

 

* 



Yes, the empire is sick, and, what is worse, it is trying to become 

accustomed to its sores. This is the aim of my explorations: 

examining the traces of happiness still to be glimpsed, I gauge its 

short supply. If you want to know how much darkness there is 

around you, you must sharpen your eyes, peering at the faint lights 

in the distance. 

* 

Cities also believe they are the work of the mind or of chance, but 

neither the one nor the other suffices to hold up their walls. 

* 

Arriving at each new city, the traveller  finds again a past of his that 

he did not know he had : the foreignness of what you no longer are 

or no longer possess lies in wait for you in foreign, unpossessed 

places. 

* 

Within cities, it is as with dreams: everything imaginable can be 

dreamed, but even the most unexpected dream is a rebus that 

controls a desire, or, its reverse, a fear. Cities, like dreams, are 

made of desires and fears, even if the thread of their discourse is 

secret, their rules are absurd, their perspectives deceitful, and 

everything conceals something else. 

* 

In the lives of emperors there is a moment which follows pride in 

the boundless extension of the territories we have conquered, and 

the melancholy and relief of knowing we shall soon give up any 

thought of knowing and understanding them. 

* 



Memory’s images, once they are fixed in words, are erased. 

* 

Perhaps all that is left of the world is a wasteland covered with 

rubbish heaps, and the hanging garden of the Great Khan’s palace. 

It is our eyelids that separate them, but we cannot know which is 

inside and which outside. 

* 

At times I feel your voice is reaching me from far away, while I am 

prisoner of a gaudy and unlivable present, where all forms of 

human society have reached an extreme of their cycle and there is 

no , imagining what new forms they may assume. And I hear, from 

your voice, the invisible reasons which make cities live; through 

which perhaps, once dead, they will come to life again. 

* 

The inferno of the living is not something that will be; if there is 

one, it is what is already here, the inferno where we live every day, 

that we form by being together. There are two ways to escape 

suffering it. The first is easy for many:  accept the inferno and 

become such a part of it that you can no longer see it. The second 

is risky and demands constant vigilance and apprehension: seek 

and learn to recognize who and what, in the midst of the inferno, 

are not inferno, then make them endure, give them space. 

 

 

 



 

 


